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1. Introduction. Let EH denote a Euclidean space of w dimensions. We

make frequent use of certain subsets of En which are denoted by R{, MJ„,

and L{. These sets consist of the totality of points in En with exactly, at most,

and at least j rational coordinates, respectively, and their dimensions are 0,j,

and n—j, in that order [4, pp. 19, 42](2). If K is a subset of En, its complement

in En will be designated by C(K). Throughout the paper w will represent an

arbitrary but fixed positive integer.

If A and B are subsets of En, then A will be called strongly homeomorphic

to B if there exists a homeomorphism (in the ordinary sense) h of En onto

itself such that h(A)=B. A subset X of En will be called universal under

strong homeomorphisms for ¿-dimensional subsets of En (0 ;=¿ ;£«) if : (1) dim X

= ¿; (2) every ¿-dimensional subset Y of En is strongly homeomorphic

to a subset of X. In the sequel "universal" will always mean "universal under

strong homeomorphisms."

Hurewicz and Wallman [4, p. 65] remark, "It is not known . . . whether

there exists any ¿-dimensional subset of En containing a topological image of

every ¿-dimensional subset of En" when w<2¿ + 1. The problem under con-

sideration in this paper is related to that suggested by Hurewicz and Wall-

man, namely: do there exist universal ¿-dimensional subsets of En for 0^¿

5[w? It is proved that for ¿=w and for ¿ = w —1 such universal sets do exist,

while for k^n — 2 the answer is in the negative.

The results obtained suggest similar problems. Do there exist ¿-dimen-

sional subsets of En which contain strongly homeomorphic images of all

members of a given class (for example, the class of all compact ¿-dimensional

subsets of En) if ¿^w —2? Are there j-dimensional subsets of En which con-

tain strongly homeomorphic images of every ¿-dimensional subset of En,

where k<j<n — 1? In the last section we investigate briefly one such problem.

The author wishes to thank Professor J. H. Roberts for his suggestion of

the problem and for his invaluable assistance in the preparation of this paper.

2. Theorem 2. For ¿ = w and for ¿ = w—1 the set Ml is universal under

strong homeomorphisms for k-dimensional subsets of En-
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Proof. The theorem is trivial in the case ¿ = w, since Mn' = En.

Let Y denote an arbitrary (w — 1)-dimensional point set in En. Then C( Y)

is dense in £„[4, p. 44]. Hence C(Y) contains a countable subset A which is

also dense in En. Likewise C(M%~~1) =RZ is countable and dense in £„. Then

there exists a homeomorphism h of En onto itself such that h(A) =R„ [3, p.

159]. Since AEC(Y), this gives Rn = h(A)Eh[C(Y)] = C[h(Y)]. Passing to
complementary sets, h(Y)EM%~1.

Note that for all YEEn with dim F = w —1, C(Y) is dense in £„. Hence

Theorem 2 can be strengthened to give the following theorem.

Theorem 2'. For ¿=w and for k — n — 1, Mn contains a strongly homeo-

morphic image of every subset Y of Enfor which dim Y^k.

3. Lemmas and definitions. In §4 we make repeated use of a certain type

of continuum associated with a plane rectangle. This type of continuum was

described by Knaster [5, p. 275, example H3]. Lemma 3.1 is a statement of

the properties which we shall use of Knaster's continuum.

Lemma 3.1. Let A BCD be a plane rectangle with interior W. Then there

exists a continuum N* having the following properties: (a) N*(~\AB=P and N*

C\CD = Q are single points, distinct from A, B, C, and D; (b) N* — (P^JQ) is

contained in W; (c) wo subset of N* is an arc; (d) dim N* = 1 ; (e) N* separates

W into exactly two domains (connected open sets) H and K, each of which is

bounded in part by one of the two components of ABCD—(PiUQ).

Properties (a)-(c) follow from Knaster's construction and discussion of

N*. Property (d) is a consequence of (a) and (c). From (a), since N* is a

connected point set containing two distinct points, dim N*^l [4, p. 15].

But if dim N* = 2, N* must contain a domain in the plane [4, p. 44] and hence

an arc, contrary to (c). Property (e) is easily established by an elementary

argument based upon the method of construction of N*. We omit this argu-

ment.

Definition 3.2. By a Knaster continuum we shall understand a plane con-

tinuum which has the properties of the set N* in Lemma 3.1 with respect to

some rectangle.

Definition 3.3. Let Jx and /2 be circles with interiors Rx and R2, such that

FO/2Wi?2. Then the set R1 — R2 will be called the (open) circular band be-

tween Jx and J2. Its closure will be referred to as the corresponding closed

circular band.

Let A BCD denote a plane rectangle with interior W and N* a Knaster

continuum associated with ABCD. It is evident that there exists a continuous

transformation/defined over W which "bends" W into a closed circular band

in such a way that (1) f(AB)=f(DC);_(2) f(P)=f(Q), where N*(~\ABCD
= P\JQ; (3) fis a homeomorphism over W- (ABVJDC); (4) f(BC) and f(DA)
are circles, with/(5C) interior to f (DA).
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Let Hx and H2 denote the two domains into which N* separates W, with

the notation so chosen that HxZ)AD. Then f(N*) separates f(W) into f(Hx)

and f(H2). Clearly f(N*) also separates E2 into two domains Ox and 02, where

Ox=f(H2)VJf(BQVJinterior oîf(BC), and 02 = E2- \f(N*)\JOx\. Hence f(N*)
is a continuum which contains no arc, which separates F2 into two domains,

and which lies entirely within the open circular band between f(DA) and

f(BC).
Now suppose that B is the circular band between two arbitrary circles

Jx and /2, where RxZ)J2^JR2. It is obvious that there is a homeomorphism

h of the closed band/(F) onto B. Then the set N = h[f(N*)] is a 1-dimen-

sional subset of the open band B which separates E2 and which contains no

arc.

We summarize the preceding discussion in the following lemma.

Lemma 3.4. // Jx and J2 are circles such that ÄOWi?i, then in the band

Rx — R2 there is a continuum N having the following properties : (a) N separates

E2 into two domains, a bounded one containing R2 and an unbounded one con-

taining E2 — Rx; (b) dim N = 1 ; (c) wo subset of N is an arc.

Definition 3.5. A continuum having the properties of N in Lemma 3.4

with respect to some pair of circles in £2 will be called an N-continuum.

Consider now the collection of all circles in E2 with rational radii whose

center coordinates are both rational. Let {P}}, j = 1, 2, • • • , denote the col-

lection of pairs of such circles (Jmi Jn) having the additional property that

FmD/„UF„. Applying Lemma 3.4 to each pair P¡, we can find an N-con-

tinuum N¡ within the band formed by the two circles of P¡. Let N¡ denote a

fixed A^-continuum associated with Py. We now define a set M by

00

(1) M = U Nj.
i-l

By the sum theorem on dimension for closed sets [4, p. 30], dim M = 1. It is

also easily seen that M can contain no arc. Finally, since every point in C(M)

is contained within arbitrarily small pairs of concentric "rational" circles, it is

likewise contained in the bounded complementary domain of an N3- of arbi-

trarily small diameter, whose boundary relative to C(M) is vacuous. Hence

dim C(M)=0.
Definition 3.6. By an M-set in a plane we understand a set in E2 defined

after the manner of the above set M. An Af-set, then, is a countable sum of

Af-continua; it is 1-dimensional; it contains no arc; and its complement in E2

is 0-dimensional.

Definition 3.7. A rational Et in En, q^n, is a g-space determined by

*¿i = ri, x,-2 = r2, • • • , Xi =r„_g for some choice of w — q coordinates, where

the r¿ are fixed rational numbers and where a point is En is denoted by

(xi, x2, • • • , Xn).
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Definition 3.8. The orthogonal projection of En onto a rational Eq is the

transformation T which carries every point P(xi, • • • , x„) of En into the

point T(P) of Eq whose coordinates are x,-, = r¡ (jún — q) and xv = xí> for the

remaining q coordinates.

Definition 3.9. If 5 is an s-dimensional subset of a rational Eq in £„,

then the totality of points in En whose images under the orthogonal projec-

tion of En onto Eq lie in 5 comprise an (s + w — g)-dimensional cylinder on 5.

It is evident that a rational Eq in En, for 2^g = w, can be generated by

forming a g-dimensional cylinder upon a rational plane in En. In fact, for

q>2 there is a countable infinity of rational planes which will give rise to a

given Eq in this manner. Conversely, however, a given rational plane is con-

tained in only a finite number of rational g-spaces. Since every rational plane

in En is parallel to one of the coordinate x¡xy-planes, every rational Eq can be

associated with a certain number of the coordinate planes, namely those

which are parallel to one of the rational planes which can be used to generate

Eq.
4. In this section we complete the solution of our main problem by con-

structing a certain ¿-dimensional subset C(M*) of En and then proving that

when ¿5=w —2, no ¿-dimensional subset of En can contain strongly homeo-

morphic images of both C(M*) and M„.

Theorem 4.1. If 0^k^n — 2, there exists no universal (under strong homeo-

morphisms) subset of En.

Proof. In each of the „C2 coordinate planes of En, or XiXy-planes de-

termined by xp = 0 (p9±i,j), let M a denote an if-set. In every rational plane

parallel to the x,Xy-plane there is an isometric topological image of M,¡. Upon

one such image S of Mi) in each rational plane parallel to the x¿Xy-plane we

erect an (w —¿ —1)-dimensional cylinder in each of the rational En-k con-

taining the plane in which 5 lies. Thus for each rational plane parallel to the

x¿xy-plane we get n-2Ck_2 such (w — ¿ — l)-dimensional cylinders upon an iso-

metric image of Mi¡. The sum of all these cylinders we call M*. Finally we put

(1) M* =  U M*j.
(¿,/)

Thus a point P of En is in M* if and only if there is at least one rational

En-k containing P for which the orthogonal projection of that En-k onto a

rational plane carries P into a point of the Af-set which was chosen for that

plane. Now M* is a countable sum of (w —¿ —l)-dimensional cylinders upon

Af-continua; hence

(2) dim M* = n - k - 1.

We have from (2) [4, p. 28] that
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(3) dim C(M*) = k.

We complete the proof of the theorem under the additional assumption

that dim C(M*)Sk. Then we prove (Lemma 4.2) that this last inequality

holds. With this additional assumption we now have

(4) dimC(Ai*) = k.

Now suppose that there exists a universal ¿-dimensional subset X of En.

Then there are homeomorphisms g and h of En onto itself such that

g(Mn)   C  X,

h[C(M*)] EX.

Passing to complementary sets, (5) yields

(6) c(x) c g(Lkn+1) n km*).

Now the set Ln+1 is a countable sum of rational En-k-x and M* is a

countable sum of (w — k— l)-dimensional cylinders upon A-continua, each

cylinder being contained in some rational £„_*. Hence

CO

(7) C(X) C U Am,
m—X

where each Am is the intersection of a topological image of a rational En~k-x

and a topological image of an (w —¿ —1)-dimensional cylinder upon an N-

continuum. Hence each Am is closed, and dim Am ;£w — ¿ — 1 (m = 1, 2, • • • ).

If now for every m, dim Am^n — ¿ — 2, from (7) we would have dim CÍA7-)

í£re —¿ —2, but since C(X) is the complement of a ¿-dimensional set in En,

this is impossible. Thus for at least one Am, say AP, we must have dim Ap

= w — ¿ — 1.

Consider Ap = Lri^Ns, where Lr is the image under g of a rational En-k-x

and A's is the image under h of an (« —¿ —l)-dimensional cylinder upon an

Af-continuum in a rational plane. Since g is a homeomorphism over all of EH,

g^(Ap)=g~\Lr^N,) =g-\Lr)r\g-\N,). The set g~l(Lr) is a rational En-k-x

in En, and as an (w —¿ —l)-dimensional subset of g~x(Lr), g~1(Ap) must con-

tain an (w —¿—l)-cell [4, p. 44]. Let K denote such a cell in g~1(Ap). Under

the homeomorphism t = h~1g, t(K) must be an (w —¿ —l)-cell in h~1(Ap),

which is a subset of h~1(Ns). Now h~1(Ns) is an (w — ¿ — l)-dimensional

cylinder upon an Af-continuum in some plane, E2 . Also h~1(N,) is contained

in a rational (w —¿)-space, E'n_k, erected upon E2. Under the orthogonal

projection T of E'n_k onto E2, h~1(Ns) is transformed into an A^-continuum

which contains T[t(K) ]. As the image under a continuous transformation of a

Peano continuum, T[t(K) ] is also a Peano continuum. The dimension of t(K)

can be lowered by at most n — k — 2 under T [4, p. 91]; hence dim F[i(A^)]
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èl.
Now as a Peano continuum with dim «£l, /[¿(.K)] is arcwise connected,

but as a subset of a plane A^-continuum /[¿(if)] can contain no arc. This

contradiction completes the proof of Theorem 4.1 except for the following

lemma.

Lemma 4.2. dim C(M*) ^k.

Proof. In order to prove this lemma it will suffice to show that for every

rational En-k in E„, dim C(M*)f~\E„-k?¿0. For from this inequality it follows

that dim C(M*)C\En-k+x'è1- for every rational En-k+x since every point P

of C(M*)r\En-k+x is contained in arbitrarily small cubes in En-k+x whose

faces are rational £„_*. Similarly from this latter inequality it follows that

dim C(M*)r\En-k+2Ík2 for every rational En-k+2 in En. Continuing this

process, after ¿ steps we arrive at the inequality dim C(M*)C\Eníkk.

Let now E'n_k denote an arbitrary rational En-k in £„. With E'n_k can be

associated n-kC2 coordinate x,x;-planes, those in En which are parallel to a

rational plane from which E'n_k can be generated as an (n — ¿)-dimensional

cylinder. Let Sx, S2, ■ ■ ■ , Sc, c = n-kC2, be a set of rational planes, one and

only one of which is parallel to each of the coordinate planes associated with

Eñ-k hi the above manner and such that E'n-k is an (w —¿)-dimensional cylin-

der upon each Si.

Let Q be any point of C(M*)C\E'n_k and let U be any open set of E'n-k

containing Q. Then there is a cube W in E'n_k such that QEWEWE U whose

faces are rational En-k-x- For ¿=1,2, • • • , c, let Wi be the image of W under

the orthogonal projection Ti of W into Si. Obviously Wi is a nondegenerate

square containing Ti(Q) as an interior point. It is possible to find two circles

// and /¡" interior to W^, with rational centers and radii, which satisfy

Ti(Q)ER'i ER'i ER!■ Let'Ni denote the A-continuum in Si which was

chosen for this pair of circles when M * was formed. Then Ni separates Si into

an unbounded domain and a bounded one containing Ti(Q). Similarly the

set Nf = T¡'1(Ni) separates E„_k into two domains, one of which contains

the point Q. Let D* denote this latter domain of E'n_k. For each i two co-

ordinates of every point in D* are bounded, and these bounds do not exceed

the bounds on the corresponding coordinates for points of the cube W. Hence

if we put D = Di-i D* it follows that D is an open subset of W and hence of

U. The boundary of D is contained in the union of the boundaries of the sets

D* and hence in U¿_a N*, each point of which is in M*. Thus the boundary

of D relative to C(M*) is vacuous.

5. Additional theorems. As was pointed out in the introduction, Theorems

2 and 4.1 leave unsettled certain related problems. In this section we con-

sider one such problem: do there exist ¿-dimensional subsets of En which

contain strongly homeomorphic images of all compact ¿-dimensional subsets

of En, for ¿^w —2? We settle the question here only for the case ¿ = 0 and
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w = 2. In addition we prove that there is a 1-dimensional subset of E3 which

contains a strongly homeomorphic image of every compact 0-dimensional

subset of E3. These results suggest the possible existence of general theorems

of which they are special cases.

Lemma 5.1. If Y is any compact 0-dimensional subset of E2, L is any ra-

tional line in E2, and e>0 is arbitrary, then there is a homeomorphism f of E2

onto itself such that (a) /(F)P\i = 0, (b) d[P, f(P)]<e for every point P in

E2, (c) f(P) =P for every P in E2 exterior to some rectangle whose interior con-

tains YH\L.

Outline of proof. There is obviously no loss in generality if we assume L

to be the x-axis. Since Y is compact, there is a number a>0 such that Y is

contained within the vertical strip bounded by the lines x= ±a. Let R be the

rectangle bounded by x= ±a and y = +e/4. Further subdivide R into smaller

rectangles by vertical lines at a maximum distance of e/4 apart. Since

dim F=0, Y does not separate the interior of any of these small rectangles

[4, p. 48]. With the aid of the arcwise connectedness theorem for a con-

nected domain [7, p. 86] it is easily shown that there is an arc A joining the

points ( — a, 0) and (a, 0) which lies, except for end points, within the hori-

zontal strip bounded by L and the upper boundary of R, which intersects

each of the vertical sides of the small rectangles in just one point, and which

contains no point of Y.

It is possible now by using the Schoenflies extension theorem [9, p. 324]

to define a homeomorphism of each of the small rectangles and its interior

onto itself in such a way that it carries the portion of the arc A lying in the

rectangle into the corresponding portion of the line L. Furthermore these

homeomorphisms may be defined so that the homeomorphisms on two ad-

joining rectangles agree along the common side and so that all reduce to the

identity on R. The homeomorphism / of the lemma, then, is a composite of

these homeomorphisms over the small rectangles and the identity outside of

R. Properties (a) and (c) stated in the lemma obviously hold. The only points

which are moved by / remain within their original sub-rectangles of R and

hence move at most a distance of 3e/4.

The following is a part of a theorem of Roberts [8, p. 252].

Lemma 5.2. Let {«yj, j—1, 2, •■ -, be a sequence of positive numbers such

that 2~2j^ i ei converges. Suppose that for every j, f¡ is a homeomorphism of En

onto itself such that for every point P in En, d [P, fj(P) ] <ey. For each point let Pl

denote fx(P), and in general let Pi+1 denote f,-+x(P>). Letf(P) denote the sequential

limit point of the sequence Pl, P2, P3, ■ ■ ■ . Then a sufficient condition that f be

a homeomorphism of En onto itself is that for every pair (P, Q) of points in En

there exists an integer m such that d(Pm, Qm) > 2ylm+i 3«y.

Lemma 5.3. Let g be a homeomorphism of E„ onto itself. Let K be a compact
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subset of En. Let e>0 be arbitrary. Then there exists an a>0 such that if P and

Q are any two points of K with d(P, Q) >e, then d[g(P), g(Q)\ >a.

Theorem 5.4. The set M2 contains a strongly homeomorphic image of every

point set in E2 which is the sum of a countable number of compact 0-dimensional

sets.

The proof of this theorem is analogous to the more difficult proofs of

Theorems 5.5 and 5.6. It will be clear to the reader of those theorems how to

proceed in the present case. Accordingly we omit the present proof.

Theorem 5.5. The set Ml contains a strongly homeomorphic image of every

compact 0-dimensional subset of E3.

Proof. Let M be an arbitrary compact 0-dimensional subset of E3. We

shall exhibit a homeomorphism /of E3 onto itself which carries M into a sub-

set of M¡.

We have C(Ml3)=L\= 2~lî=i -^i, where each Li is a rational line in E3.

Each /,- is contained in exactly two rational planes. We pick one of these

planes for each i, i=l, 2, ■ ■ ■ , and denote it by Ki.

Since M is compact, there is a cube C* of E3 with center at the origin

whose interior contains M and whose faces are rational planes.

Consider the plane Kx, which contains L\. Put ei = l/3-2. By Lemma 5.1

there is a homeomorphism fx of ifi onto itself such that (a) fx(MC\Kx)C\Lx

= 0; (b) d[P, fx(P)]<ex for P in Kx; (c) fi(P)=P for all points in Kx

— (Kxi^C*). We then extend the homeomorphism/i to all of E3 by mapping

straight lines perpendicular to Kx at every point P in Kx into straight lines

perpendicular to Kx at/i(F) in such a way that every plane parallel to Kx is

transformed under fx into itself. This homeomorphism then is the identity

transformation except on the 3-dimensional cylinder upon C*C\Kx.

Let C be the cube in E3 containing C* whose faces are parallel to and at a

distance of 2 from the corresponding faces of C*. By Lemma 5.3 there is an

ai, 0<«i<l/2, such that if P and Q are any points of C for which d(P, Q)

>1, then d(P, Q1)>a1, where P1=f1(P) and Q1=fx(Q). Moreover this in-

equality also holds for any two points P and Q in E3 for which d(P, Q) >1.

For suppose first that both P and Q lie within the cylinder upon CC\Kx. Then

if the distance between the two planes Zp and Zq parallel to Kx and con-

taining P and Q exceeds 1, since planes parallel to Kx are carried into them-

selves under/i, we obviously have d(P, Ql)>ax. But if d(ZP, ZQ)^i, it is

possible to find two planes Z'P and Z'Q parallel to Kx which intersect the set

C—C* and which satisfy d(Z'P, Z'Q) =d(Zp, ZQ). Let P* and Q* denote those

points in Z'p and Z'q respectively whose coordinates differ from those of P

and Q only in the one coordinate whose fixing determines K\. Then d(P*, Q*)

= d(P, Q)>1 and'd(P*\ Q*x)^d(P, Q1). But since P* and Q* are in C, we

have d(P*1, Q*l)>ai. Thus if both P and Q lie within the cylinder upon
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Cf\Kx and d(P, Q)>\, then d(P\ Q1) >av

Now suppose that one of the points, P say, is not in the cylinder upon

CC\Kx and that d(P, Q)>\. Then P1=P, and the distance from P to the

cylinder upon C*(~\Kx is not less than 2. If Q is in this cylinder, so also is Ql;

hence d(P, Ç?1) = 2>ai. Finally, if Q is not in this cylinder, Ql = Q and we

again have d(P\ Q1) >ctx. Thus we have shown that this last inequality holds

for every pair of points in £3 for which d(P, Q)>1.

Put Ml=fx(M). Since M1 and Lx are disjoint closed sets, with M1 com-

pact, d(Ml, Lx)=dx>0.

The homeomorphism fx is the first of an infinite sequence to be defined.

Fori>l put

min (ax, • ■ • , «/_i, di, • • • , ¿,-_i)

The ai (i=í, 2, ■ • • ,j—í) are numbers satisfying 0<ai^l/(t+l) which

have the property that d(P\ Q{) >a¡ for all points P, Q in £3 for which

d(P, Q)>l/i, where P^jf^P«"1) and P = P°. The d< denote the distances

d(M, Li), where M^f^M^1) and M=M°.

Now applying Lemma 5.1 to the rational plane K¡, we get a homeomor-

phism /y of Kj onto itself under which (a) /y(lf'-1)n/y = 0, (b) d[fs(P), P]

<ey for all P in Xy, and (c) /y(P) =P for all P not in C*C\Kj. Put d [/¿(Af1'-1),
Ly]=dy>0. The homeomorphism f¡ is then extended to all of £3 by trans-

forming every plane parallel to K¡ into itself in the same manner as was done

in the case of fx. It is evident that Pi=fj(P'~1) =P unless P is in one of the

three cylinders constructed upon intersections of C* with the coordinate

planes.

We use Lemma 5.3 again to find an «y, 0<o¡,-gl/fj + l), such that if P

and Q are points of C for which d(P, Q)>l/j, then d(P\ Q>)>cxj. A simple

extension of the analysis previously made for ax suffices to prove that the

latter inequality holds as well for all pairs of points P, Q in £3 for which

d(P, Q) > 1/j. Since points lying in three mutually perpendicular cylinders are

now subject to possible change, it is necessary to examine more cases than

before. These, however, present no difficulties, and we omit the details here.

Let f(P) denote the sequential limit point of the sequence P, P2, ■ ■ ■ .

Because of the convergence of the e's,/(P) is uniquely determined. In order to

see that the mapping/ is a homeomorphism of £3 onto itself, let P and Q be

any two distinct points in £3. For some positive integer m, d(P, Q)>l/m.

Then for all j>m we have by (1) above, t¡i¿am/3-j2<d(Pm, Qm)/3-j2. Hence

Z£f i«*«*CP". <2m)/3E;Wi l/j2, and
oo

(2) ¿(P-, Ö-)  >    E   36y.
i—m+X

By Lemma 5.2, since P and Q were chosen arbitrarily in £3, condition (2) is
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sufficient to prove that/ is a homeomorphism of £3 onto itself.

It remains only to show that f(M)EM\. For each j we have d(M>, L¡)

= dy>0. Also d[P>, /(P)] = Zi"y+i et= Er.y+i dj/3-i2^dj/3. Then for P in
M, in particular,

d[Ljtf(P)] ^ d(Lh Pi) - d[f(P), Pi]

dj
è di- > 0.

3

Hence f(M)f\Lj = 0 for j=l, 2, • • • . Thus f(M)EM\, and the proof of

Theorem 5.5 is complete.

With slight modifications the method of proof of Theorem 5.5 yields the

following stronger result.

Theorem 5.6. The set M\ contains a strongly homeomorphic image of every

point set in £3 which is the union of a countable number of compact, 0-dimen-

sional sets.

Proof. Suppose Af=Ui11 Af¿, where each Mi is compact and 0-dimen-

sional. As in the previous theorem, the method of proof is to define a se-

quence {/,■} of homeomorphisms of £3 onto itself in such a way that the

sequential limit transformation (in the sense of Lemma 5.2) is a homeo-

morphism of £3 which carries M into M\.

In this case it is not sufficient to treat each L¿ only once. Instead we re-

turn to each Li infinitely many times, each time freeing it from a finite number

of the Mi, as follows: let/i free Li from Afi, f2 free Li from Af2, f3 free L2 from

MiKJM2, /4 free Li from Af3, /6 free L2 from M3, /6 free L3 from AfiWAf2WAf3,

and so on. We again take the «y sufficiently small to insure that once an Lp

has been freed from one of the Af< the remaining f¡ cannot carry a point of

that Mi back onto the Lp.

The proof of the existence of the a's here also differs from that of Theorem

5.5, because in this case M is not necessarily contained in a finite cube in £3.

It can be shown, however, by consideration of a monotone increasing se-

quence {Ci} of cubes that numbers {ay} having the required properties do

exist. At the mth step we let Cm be a cube with center at the origin which

contains not only the AT s being freed from an LP at that step but also all

the preceding C,-.

With these exceptions the proofs of Theorems 5.5 and 5.6 are the same.

It is not known whether there is a zero-dimensional subset of £3 which

contains a strongly homeomorphic image of every compact zero-dimensional

subset of £3. It is possible, however, to show by an example that the set Ai"

does not have this property. This leads one to suspect that the answer to

the question posed at the beginning of this section is probably in the negative

for the general case.
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Example. Antoine's well known inner limiting set of an infinite sequence

of chains of tori [l, p. 663] is a compact, 0-dimensional set X in £3 which

has the property that any plane separating two points of X in £3 must inter-

sect X. Clearly any strongly homeomorphic image of X must also have this

property. Suppose then that there is a homeomorphism /(£3)=£3 which

carries X into a subset of M%. Then f(X)C\L\ = 0. But there is a rational plane

which separates two points of f(X), and this plane would necessarily inter-

sect/(A"). This involves a contradiction, since every rational plane is con-

tained in L\.
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